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NRC STAFF'S RESPONSE TO " MOTION TO COMPEL
REQUEST FOR A PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS FROM

THE NRC CONCERNING OUR MANAGEMENT CONTENTION"
FILED BY GEORGIANS AGAINST NUCLEAR ENERGY

INTRODUCTION

On February 10, 1996, Georgians Against Nuclear Energy ("GANE") filed a

" Motion to Compel Request for a Production of Documents from the NRC Concerning

Our Management Contention" (" Motion"), in which it moved, for the first time, to

compel the NRC Staff (" Staff") to produce certain documents which GANE states were

embraced by its Document Request 83, filed on June 5,1995 -- to which the Staff had

objected over seven months ago.3 In particular, GANE does not seek to compel the

production of all documents embraced by its Discovery Request 83, but only those

documents which were collected by NRC employee Rebecca long. Thus, GANE stated

,

' See " Georgians Against Nuclear Energy Discovery From NRC and Georgia Tech
Through Interrogatory, Production Of Documents And Request To Enter And Inspect,"
dated June 5,1995 ("GANE Discovery Request"). The Staff had filed timely objections
to producing documents in response to GANE's discovery requests, including Document
Request 83. Sec "NRC Staff's Response to Discovery Requests Filed by Georgians
Against Nuclear Energy" (" Staff Objections"), dated July 7,1995.
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that Ms. Carroll has spoken with Rebecca long, and then requested as follows (Motion ;

at 2-3):

Ms. Ieng was aware of GANE's intervention
opposing Georgia Tech's license renewal request and !

indicated that she had been given staff time to gather the
documents which we had requested. She indicated that she
had given them to Caroline Evans, staff attorney with the
Region II NRC. . . . (many of the files she has provided
are apparently her personal files).

. . .

GANE hopes the NRC will release the Rebecca Ie1g
documents it has already compiled for our review . . . .

4

The Staff's response to GANE's motion to compel the production of documents
,

gathered by Ms. lang is as follows.

DISCUSSION
;

In its Discovery Request 83, GANE sought production of the following documents

~

(Discovery Request at 14):

83. All records, reports, correspondence, internal -
memoranda, and other authored by, submitted by, signed

,

by, pertaining to NRC Region II Inspector Rebecca long as l

relates to the Neely Nuclear Research Center.

As noted above, the NRC Staff timely filed its objections to producing documents in

response to GANE's discovery requests on July 7,1995. For the reasons set forth
l

below, GANE's motion to compel the production of certain documents in response to this |

dir.covery request should be denied on the grounds, inter alia, that (1) the motion was
|
'

filed substantially out of time without good cause shown, (2) it seeks to compel the

\

i

!

|
J
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!production of documents that are not relevant to this proceeding, and (3) GANE has
'

; failed to comply with Commission regulations goveming discovery from the Staff.2 ,

i A. GANE Has Failed to Show Good Cause For the !

Extremelv Untimelv Filing of Its Motion to Compel. |

Pursuant to the Commission's Rules of Practice, if GANE wished to take issue
,

:

with the Staff's objections with respect to Discovery Request 83 or any of its other
.

discovery requests, it was required to file a motion to compel "within ten (10) days after ,

.

the date of the response or after failure of a party to respond to the request." 10 C.F.R.

{ 2.740(f). Thus, if GANE sought to contest the Staff's objections to its request, it was
4

incumbent upon GANE to file any motion to compel by July 17,1995 -- approximately
.

seven months before it filed the instant motion.
.

4

Despite its failure to file a motion to compel for nearly seven months, GANE

asserts that it should be excused for this lapse on the grounds that " Georgia Tech stalled
'

out on the discovery process, and GANE, being unfamiliar with the entire process

adopted a ' wait and see' posture towards the whole thing." (Motion at 2). This

assertion fails to provide good cause for GANE's failure to address the Staff's objections

until now. Rather, the Commission made it clear that its stay of discovery was expressly;

:

,

,

As set forth infra in n.9, notwithstanding the objections discussed herein, and2

without waiving any other objections which the Staff may have, the Staff is voluntarily-

producing to GANE copies of certain documents gathered by Ms. Ieng involving her
1987 inspection of Georgia Tech and NRC Region II management's handling of her
inspection findings (identified in " Attachment A" hereto), and a copy of the " closing 1

memorandum" prepared by the Office of the Inspector General (O1G) concerning ,

' Ms. leng's allegations.

*

i
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limited to the security contention;8 similarly, the Staff expressed its view that the stay of

discovery was, and should be, limited to GANE's security contention;* and, indeed, the

Staff timely responded to GANE's request for discovery on GANE's management I

contention without regard to the fact that discovery on the security contention, had been
!

stayed. Thus, regardless of any discovery delays which may be attributable to the

Georgia Institute of Technology (" Georgia Tech" or the " Licensee"), no reason has been !

I

'

shown as to why GANE should be excused for its failure to file a motion to compel

within the time provided by the Commission's irgulations.

Discovery in this proceeding has now been in progress for approximately eight

months, and is presently set to close on April 1,1996 -- having already been extended

several times at GANE's request. Under the parties' and Licensing Board's prior

understanding, all that remains to be done at this time is for the Staff and Licensee to

notice the depositions of witnesses named by GANE in its revised supplemental responses

to discovery (which were filed on February 22, 1996). Instead of adhering to this

Ischedule, GANE has now alleged that it needs to obtain initial discovery from the Staff,

to explore -- for the first time -- matters which it easily could have pursued long ago.

Thus, GANE's recently filed supplemental responses to discovery indicate that it has been

See, e.g., Georgia institute of Technology (Georgia Tech Research Reactor), |'

" Order Issuing Housekeeping Stay," dated June 9,1995, at 1; Id., CLI-95-10,42 NRC
1,3 (July 26,1995).

See, e.g., "NRC Staff's Answer in Support of Georgia Institute of Technology's Id

|Request to Stay Discovery," dated May 25,1995, at I and 10; and Staff Objections of
July 7,1995, at I n.2 (noting that the Commission had " temporarily stayed discovery on
GANE's security contention," and that the Staff " reserves its objections to GANE's
discovery requests on security issues"). ,

;
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aware of Ms. Long's allegations for some time, having read about 'them in a local' i

newspaper.8 GANE elected not to pursue those matters until now, vinually on the eve

of the date set for discovery to close. Absent a showing of good cause for the extremely

untimely filing of GANE's Motion to Compel, the motion should be denied and discovery |

in this proceeding should be allowed to close in accordance with the Licensing Board's ;

schedule (see, e.g., Tr. 635-39). i

;

- B. G ANE's Motion Fails to Show That Ms. Imng's Documents Should Be Produced. I

!

As set forth in the Staff's objections to GANE's discovery requests (Id. at 2-4), ,

:

!
the Commission's regulations govern document discovery fron, the NRC Staff, set forth -

in 10 C.F.R. {{ 2.744 and 2.790,' establish certain limits to the Staff's obligation to
I

respond to requests for the production of documents. First, pursuant to 10 C.F.R.

I 2.744(a), persons who seek documents from the NRC are, in the first instance, directed

to determine if the documents are available pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.790; if the

documents are not available, the requestor is required to describe the documents

requested, "either by individual item or by category," to " describe each item or category

with reasonable particularity" and to explain why the document "is relevant to the

proceeding." Thereafter, the Executive Director for Operations may object to producing

a requested document on the grounds that "(1) it is not relevant or (2) it is exempted from

'

See " Georgians Against Nuclear Energy Perfected Responses to NRC5

Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents and Responses to Georgia
Tech's Discovery Requests" ("GANE's Perfected Responses"), dated February 22,1996,
at 13, and Attachment 6 thereto (attaching anicles from the Atlanta Journal Constitution
and the Houston Chronicle, dated December 27 and December 26,1993, respectively).

* See also 10 C.F.R. Il 2.740(f)(3),2.740a(j),2.740b(a), and 2.741(c) (excluding
discovery from the Staff from the general provisions of those regulations).

,

f
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disclosure under i 2.790 and the disclosure is not necessary to a proper decision in the

proceeding or the document or the information therein is reasonably obtainable from
,

another source." 10 C.F.R. I 2.744(b). In the event the Staff objects to producing a

requested document, the requesting party may file a motion to compel production of the

documents, upon showing that the document is relevant to the issues in the proceeding;

and the document is not exempt from disclosure under 10 C.F.R. I 2.790 - or, if '

exempt, that the document or information is necessary to a proper decision in the

!

proceeding and is not reasonably obtainable from another source. 10 C.F.R.

il 2.744(c)-(d).7

In its July 7,1995 response to GANE's discovery requests, the Staff made several

objections to GANE's Discovery Request 83, which are incorporated by reference as if

fully recited herein. For the reasons set forth below, these objections warrant that )
|

GANE's motion to compel be denied. I

1. The Requested Documents Are Not Relevant to This Proceeding
i

As set forth in the Staff's Objections (Id. at 5), GANE has not shown that the I
l

requested documents are relevant to the issues in this proceeding, as is required by

10 C.F.R. 6 2.744(a). Thus, in objecting to Document Request 83, the Staff stated that

"certain categories of documents that [GANE) has requested do not appear to be relevant

to the issues in this proceeding, for example, . . . documents authored by NRC Inspector

Rebecca long (Request [83])" (14.). Further, the Staff objected to producing the

7 Additionally,10 C.F.R. I 2.744(e) provides a framework for limited disclosure
(under a protective order) of documents exempt from disclosure under 10 C.F.R.
I 2.790, upon a finding by the presiding officer that such disclosure is necessary to a
proper decision in the proceeding. C7 10 C.F.R. I 2.740(c).

I
. _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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requested documents on grounds of relevance, stating that while those documents "may

pertain to the GTRR in general, they do not, ipsofacto, relate to GANE's . . . admitted

contentions which assert that . . . the Licensee's management [is] inadequate." (1d.).

GANE has not indicated any reason to believe that the documents which it had
i

requested in Document Request 83 are relevant to the issues involved in this proceeding ',

-i.e., whether Georgia Tech's management is adequate and whether its license renewal

application should be granted. In this regard, the Staff notes that Ms. Long was involved

! in a single inspection of the Licensee's facility in 1987; as GANE notes (Perfected
!
'

Responses at 13), Ms. Long later complained that her inspection findings were revised

or ignored by her management and that she was the victim of " sex discrimination" at the

|NRC, GANE has provided no reason to believe that Ms. Long's complaints regarding

her management's treatment of her 1987 inspection findings have any bearing on the

quality of Georgia Tech's management of its facility, or that they should be considered

in connection with Georgia Tech's application to renew its facility operating license.,

Further, whatever sex-based discrimination claims may have been asserted by Ms. Ieng

concerning her treatment by NRC Region II, those claims have no bearing upon Georgia-

Tech's management of its facility and should not be considered in this proceeding.

These conclusions are buttressed by a limited review of the nature of the

documents collected by Ms. Ieng, which was conducted by Staff Counsel following the

Staff's receipt of GANE's motion to compel.' As set forth in " Attachment A" hereto,

After speaking with Ms. Canoll on February 7,1996, the undersigned Staff'

Counsel requested that copies of the documents gatered by Ms. Ieng be provided to
him. Upon receiving those documents, Staff Counsel prepared a list of the documents,
which is attached hereto as Attachment A.
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this review disclosed that a considerable number of Ms. Long's documents (comprising ;

approximately 1,200 pages) consists of the transcripts of investigative interviews

conducted by the. Office of Inspector and Auditor (OIA) in 1988 in its investigation of

Ms. -Imng's allegations of sex-based discrimination and improper handling of her |
.

inspection findings, the closing memorandum issued by the Office of the Inspector

General (OIG) in 1990 (summarizing its findings concerning Ms. Ieng's claims and

declining to pursue them further), and additional interviews of Ms. Ieng conducted in .

1993. An additional, and even larger, volume of Ms. Imng's documents (comprising
i

approximately 3,000 pages) consist of pleadings, depositions and hearing transcripts from

Ms. Iong's litigation against the NRC in her sex-based discrimination case, and the

Magistrate's recommended decision in that proceeding (recommending a decision in favor

of the NRC and against Ms. Iong). Finally, a small portion of the requested documents

(composing approximatdy one hundred pages) consist of what may be described as

" primary" documentary materials pertaining to Ms. Ieng's 1987 inspection findings and

her management's handling of those findings, and other miscellaneous documents.'

' Notwithstanding the objections discussed herein, and without waiving any other
objections which the Staff may have to producing these or other documents to GANE,
the Staff is voluntarily producing to GANE simultaneously herewith (a) copies of the
" primary" documents (along with related handwritten notes and draft documents) gathered
by Ms. Iang involving her 1987 inspection of Georgia Tech and NRC Region II
management's handling of her inspection findings (such as the inspection report drafted
by Ms. Ieng and any management comments and revisions to those reports which Ms.
Imng may have gathered and provided to NRC Region II following its receipt of GANE's
discovery request), and (b) a copy of the OIG's " closing memorandum" concerning Ms.
Iong's allegations. The documents which are being produced to GANE are marked by ,

an asterisk (*) in Attachment A hereto. ]
|

|

|
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These documents are simply irrelevant to the issues in this proceeding. Even if
.

the Board were to accept, as true, GANE's allegation that NRC management mishandled i

j . i

Ms. Iong's single 1987 inspection report findings, that allegation relates to the NRC :;
j-

Staff's performance ofits duties and has no bearing upon the Georgia Tech management |

issues to be decided in this proceeding. Further, it is well established that the Staff's

'
I performance of its duties is not a proper subject for consideration in an NRC licensing

,

proceeding. ' In addition, the numerous investigative interviews which were conducted
,

by OlA prior to OlG's disposition of this matter, relate to the Staff's handling of Ms. 1'

long's allegations and there is no reason to believe that they would have any bearing ;
;
^

!

I upon the outcome of this proceeding. Many of the documents relate primarily (and
1

sometimes entirely) to - Ms. Iong's claims that she was the victim of sex-based '

idiscrimination by the NRC; these documents are simply not relevant to the issues of

whether Georgia Tech's management is adequate and whether its license renewal ;

|

application should be granted." While Ms. Iong's allegations against NRC management )
,

,

1.

| '' The Appeal Board has held: "[I]n an operating license proceeding the |. . .,

applicant's license application is in issue, not the adequacy of the staff's review of the
application. An intervenor . . . may not proceed on the basis of allegations that the staff'

has somehow failed in its performance." Louisiana Pour & Light Co. (Waterford Steam !

Electric Station, Unit 3), ALAB-812,22 NRC 5,56 (1985), quoting Pacife Gas and ;

Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-728,17 NRC i

777, 807 (1983), review declined, CLI-83-32,18 NRC 1309 (1983). Accord, Florida
; Powr & Light Co. (St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1), ALAB-921, 30 NRC 177,

186 (1989); Chrators of the University of Missouri (Trump-S Project), LBP-91-31,'

34 NRC 29,108-09 (1991).,

" In responding to GANE's discovery requests last July, the Staff also objected to
producing documents that relate to matters which are outside thejurisdiction of the hitC
and/or are beyond the proper scope of this proceeding (Staff Objections at 5-6).
Documents pertaining to Ms. Iong's complaints of sex-based discrimination are beyond l

the proper scope of this proceeding. i

.

, r - -- -- - n . , - -- ,----
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may have been discussed or reiterated in the course of her litigation against the agency,

GANE has not shown how documents produced during that litigation are relevant to

Georgia Tech's license renewal application. Accordingly, these materials are irrelevant

in this proceeding and GANE's motion to compel should be denied.

2. GANE Has Failed to Comply With NRC Regulations
Governing Its Discovery From the Staff.

In addition to failing to show the relevance of the requested documents in this<

proceeding, GANE has not shown that the documents collected by Ms. Ieng or the

information contained therein are not available in the public domain, as is required

pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 5 2.744(c) and (d) (see discussion supra at 5-6, and Staff1

Objections at 2-4). Indeed, the review of Ms. Ieng's documents conducted by Staff
1

Counsel indicates that many of the requested documents -- such as the pleadings,
.

evidentiary transcripts and Magistrate's recommended decision in her litigation against

the NRC -- might have been available to GANE through its access to publicly available

documents, either at the NRC, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission or the
.

Federal courts, and other NRC documents might have been available through the

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).'' Thus, GANE has failed to comply with the

requirement, in 10 C.F.R. 6 2.744, that it show the requested information and documents

are not exempt from disclosure or, to the extent that the documents may be exempt from
,

disclosure, that the exempt items "are necessary to a proper decision in the proceeding

Indeed, in responding to GANE's discovery request seven months ago, the Staff2

indicated that GANE might obtain copies of many of the documents described in its |
Discovery Request for a small copying fee ($.09 per page) and postage, by submitting

'

its request to the NRC's Public Document Room (Staff Objections at 4 n.6).

i
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and cannot reasonably be obtained elsewhere," as is required by 10 C.F.R. I 2.744(c).

This is particularly true in light of the Staff's voluntary release, simultaneously herewith,

of Ms. Long's draft inspection report and other NRC " primary" documents related to her
,

inspection.

Finally, Staff Counsel's limited review of Ms. Ieng's documents indicates that

some of those documents may be protected from disclosure under 10 C.F.R. I 2.790, to
'

the extent that they relate to NRC personnel practices and/or Ms. Long's sex-based

discrimination claims, or involve matters protected by the Privacy Act." Thus,

10 C.F.R. I 2.790(a) provides that " final" NRC records and documents -- not including

" handwritten notes and drafts" (see 6 2.790(a), n.8) -- will be produced for inspection

and copying, except for matters (as pertinent here) that are:

. . .

(2) Related solely to the internal personnel rules
and practices of the Commission;

(3) Specifically exempted from disclosure by '
statute (other than 5 U.S.C. 552(b)), provided that such
statute (i) requires that the matters be withheld from the
public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on the
issue, or (ii) establishes particular criteria for withholding
or refers to particular types or matters to be withheld.

" As indicated in Attachment A, many of the documents collected by Ms. Long
consist of the transcripts ofinvestigative interviews conducted by OIA in its investigation
of Ms. leng's allegations. Following the Staff's receipt of GANE's motion to compel,
Staff Counsel provided to OIG a list of the documents gathered by Ms. Ieng which
appear to be OIA or OIG documents. An OIG member has informed Staff Counsel that
OlG places no restriction on the release of these OIA/OIG documents in this proceeding i

(although a formal memorandum to this effect has not yet been provided by OIG). |
'

Accordingly, the restrictions against disclosure set forth in 10 C.F.R. Il 2.790(a)(5)
and (7) would not appear to apply in this instance -- although other Privacy Act
restrictions may apply to some of these documents, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.950 et seq.
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(5) Interagency or intrangency memorandums or
letters which would not be available by law to a party other
than an agency in litigation with the Commission;

(6) Personnel and medical files and similar files, I

!
the disclosure of which would constitute an unwarranted
invasion of personal privacy . . . . j

,

Here, as is apparent from the attached list of documents compiled by Ms. Long,
'

many of the documents relate primarily, if not entirely, to Ms. Iang's claims of

sex-based discrimination by NRC Region II. Those documents - apart from being

irrelevant to issues concerning the quality of Georgia Tech's management -- would appear

to be exempt from disclosure under 10 C.F.R. 66 2.790(a)(2), (3), (5) and (6), as

pertaining to internal NRC personnel practices, and matters protected from disclosure by

the Privacy Act. In the absence of any explicit written waiver of Privacy Act protection

by persons whose privacy may be compromised by disclosure of these documents

(including Ms. Long and other persons whose identities or identifying information is

disclosed in the documents), disclosure would be inappropriate. See 10 C.F.R.

66 2.950 et seq. and 2.980(a).

C. GANE's Motion to Compel Should Be Denied Also, to the
Extent That It Constitutes A Request for Further Discovery.

As discussed above, GANE has framed its motion as a request to compel the

production of the documents gathered by Rebecca long. According to GANE, Ms. Ieng

stated that "she had been given staff time to gather the documents which we [GANE] had
,

requested" (Motion at 2). GANE further stated that it " hopes the NRC will release the
!-

.

- _ _ _ _ _ . - - - _ _
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Rebecca long documents it has already compiled for our review" (Id. at 3). GANE is

mistaken in its understanding of these matters.

Contrary to GANE's apparent belief, Ms. Isng was not asked to gather these

documents for the purpose of producing them in response to GANE's discovery request.

While Region 11 management asked Ms. Ieng to gather the documents in her possession,

Counsel assigned to represent the Staff in this proceeding did not request that these

documents be gathered, and was not involved in identifying or defining the types of

documents to be gathered, or in reviewing the documents to determine relevance,

responsiveness and releasability -- as he would have been if the documents were gathered

for production in response to GANE's document request. Thus, the mem fact that Ms.
1

!Long may have assembled a group of documents does not establish the relevancy of those
l

documents to this proceeding or that the documents are responsive to GANE's previous

document request and should be produced. Accordingly, to the extent that GANE's i

motion to compel may include a request for the production of documents beyond those

embraced by GANE's Document Request 83, the motion should be denied. l

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, GANE's motion to compel the production of

documents by the Staff should be denied. !

Respectfully submitted, 4

'N

Sherwin E. Turk
Counsel for NRC Staff

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this 27th day of February 1996 ;

1

_ _ _ _ _ . _
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ATTACHMENT "A"
'

Documents Assembled By R. Long
And Provided to NRC Region II

I. OIA/OIG Doc-nts

File: "IG Closure Memo"

Closing Memorandum from GAMulley to UNorton (File 88-08) 3/29/90*

(with notation by UN(?) dated 3/29/90)

File: "Long Deposition Re: Ga Tech 3/88"

Annotated " Summary of Documentation on Issues" (author unknown) undated

Memo from GAMulley to ARLong requesting review of transcript 3/22/88

" Investigative Interview of Anne Rebecca Long" (91 pages; p.92 missing) 3/16/88

File: "Aycock"

" Investigative Interview of Daphne W. Aycock" (10 pages) [GT secretary] 3/9/88

File: "Boyd"

" Investigative Interview of Robert Moore Boyd" (23 pages) 3/10/88

File: "Burch"

" Investigative Interview of Robert H. Burch" (25 pages) [OI investigator] 3/8/88

File: "Burnett"

" Investigative Interview of Paul Thomas Burnett" (18 pages) [RII employee] 3/11/88

File: "Cox"

" Investigative Interview of David Leslie Cox" (16 pages) [GT employee] 3/9/88

File: "Ernst"

" Investigational Interview of Malcolm L. Ernst" (46 pages) [NRC] 3/24/88

NOTE: All documents marked with an asterisk (*) are voluntarily being produced to GANE
by the NRC Staff.
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" Attachment A" -2-
.

- R. Ime's Documents

.

- File: "Fredrickson"

" Investigational Interview of Paul Frederickson" (54 pages) (2 copies) [NRC] 3/23/88 :

'

File: "Gibson"

" Investigational Interview of Albert Gibson" (24 pages) [NRC] 3/23/88

Memo from GAMulley to AGibson requesting review of transcript (attached) 4/7/88 4

(Same - Tr. pages scrambled, miscopied) 4/7/88

File: " Grace"

" Investigative Interview of Dr. J. Nelson Grace" (29 pages) [NRC] 3/23/88

'

File: "Herdt"
l

" Investigative Interview of Alan Herdt" (26 pages) [NRC] 3/10/88 I
'

" Investigative Interview of Al Herdt" (40 pages) [NRC] 3/23/88

(2 copies)

File: " Jape"

" Investigational Interview of Francis Jape" (pages 35-69 only) [NRC] 3/23/88

[ NOTE - Pages 1-35 missing]
i

File: "Julian" j
'

|

" Investigational Interview of Caudie Julian" (33 pages) [NRC] 3/23/88 |

(2 copies)

File: "Karam"

Letter from RAKaram to GAMulley enclosing " corrected" interview Tr. 4/11/88
" Insert A" - further statement by RA Karam re cadmium spill incident 4/10/88

Annotated copy of Investigative Interview of Dr. Ratib Karam" (41 pages) 3/16/88

Letter from GAMulley to RKaram requesting transcript review 3/31/88

File: "Mahaffey"

Investigative Interview of Dr. James A. Mahaffey" (16 pages) [GT] 3/9/88
'

"

;

- _ _ _
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" Attachment A" -3-
.

R. Long's Documents

File: "McDowell"

" Investigative Interview of leslie Dean McDowell" (13 pages) [GT] 3/9/88

File: "Puckett"

" Investigative Interview of John Michael Puckett" (29 pages) [GTJ 3@8t(lj

File: "Shymlock"
i

"In the Matter of Margie I2wis / Investigative Interview," (15 pages) [NRC] 11/D87
(transcribed interview of Milton Shymlock) 4

File: " Taylor"

" Investigative Interview of Jerry E. Taylor" (11 pages) [GT] 3/10/88

(pages 1-3 missing)

File: "Verreill"

" Investigative Interview of David Verrelli" (48 pages) [NRC] 3/22/88

(some pages missing)
" Investigative Interview of David Verrelli" (51 pages) [NRC] 3/23/88

'

File: "Vickery"

" Investigative Interview of Jack Vickery" (11 pages) [GT] 3/10/88

File: " Watson" I

" Investigative Interview of Linda Watson" (35 pages) [NRC] 3/22/88
i

File: "Long Depositions 1993"

" Investigative Interview of Anne Rebecca Long" (89 pages) 8/26/93

" Investigative Interview of Anne Rebecca long" (84 pages) 11/17B3 i

;
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;

File: " Complaints"

Letter from JAZimring to EPrimm, Mediator 100096

Complaint, Long v. Zech filed , ' 2/9/88 - |

' Answer and Defenses filed 4/18/88
Amended Complaint filed . 6/6/90
Plaintiff's Amendment to Complaint 1/18/94 :

Answer and Defenses to Amended Complaint 2/3/94 |

letter to WBKerr and ELMarshall (first 3 pages only) 11/5/91 ]
Memo to ISelin from ARIang, Request for Settlement 4/28/92 )

File: No file jacket provided

" Report of EEO Investigation in the Complaint of Ms. Anne Rebecca Long"
(index with numcrous attached enclosures and exhibits)

File: "Long Deposition 11/88"

" Deposition of Anne Rebecca Long" (115 pages) 11/17/88

(in the case of Anne Rebeca Iong v. Inndo W. Zech. Jr.)
,

(2 copies)

'

File: "Gibson Deposition 11/88"
i

" Deposition of Albert F. Gibsen" (72 pages) 11/21/88

(in the case of Anne Rebeca lone v. Iando W. Zech. Jr.)

File: " Jape Deposition 11/88"

" Deposition of Frank Jape" - Volume II (155 pages) 11/21/88

(in the case of Anne Rebeca long v. Inndo W. Zech. Jr.)
Same - with handwritten index

Deposition Exhibits
Plaintiff's Exhibit P-1: " Evaluation of GS 1- 15 Positions /

NRC Appendix 4130-A/ ENG-20"
Plaintiff's Exhibit P-2 " Employer Provided Salary Data for Recent Entrants

into Nuclear Engineering and Health Physics Occupations.
Winter 1984," Oak Ridge Assoc. Universities, April 1985

= - -- - - - . - - _ - - . -- _ _ !
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!

Plaintiff's Exhibit P-3 " Qualification Standards," U.S. Civil Service Commission ;
t

Plaintiff's Exhibit P-4 . "Quahfications Investigation" ofImg, Anne Rebecca [NRC]
Plaintiff's Exhibit P-5A " Qualifications Investigation" of Img, Anne Paharca [NRC) i

Plaintiff's Exhibit P-5B Letter to Karla Smith, OGC, by personnel reference, !
requesting confidentiality, Oct. 21,1988 (name redacted) :

Plaintiff's Exhibit P-6 letter from Theresa Spearman, Personnel Officer (NRC)
to Anne R. Img, Nov. 26,1985 (w/out enclosures) :

'

Plaintiff's Exhibit P-7 " Reactor Inspector (Nuclear Engineer), GG4)840-12/
Division of Reactor Safety / Test Program Section" ,

Plaintiff's Exhibit P-8 NRC Appendtx 4130C/ Pay Administration, " Exhibit /Special i

Salary Schedule - GG-800" j

Plaintiff's Exhibit P-9 "1985 Pay Schedule for Federal White-Collar Workers" i
'

Plaintiff's Exhibit P-10 Resume, Anne Rebecca long
_

Plaintiff's Exhibit P-11 Untitled list of NRC employees with salary and grade data ;

Plaintiff's Exhibit P-12 Memorandum from Theresa D. Spearman, Personnel Officer
!(NRC) to Michael J. Fox, Staffmg & Position Evaluation
iBranch (NRC), " Salary Exception" (Sept. 3,1986), with

attached resume and other documents pertaining to another ;

NRC job applicant (partially redacted)
Plaintiff's Exhibit P-13 Memorandum from F. Jape (NRC) to J. Nelson Grace (NRC

RII Administrator), " Certification as a Qualified NRC +

Inspector" (Sept. 29,1986), with attached memorandum
from J. Nelson Grace to Rebecca long, " Certification of
Rebecca long as a Reactor Inspector" (Oct. 10, 1986)

.

'

(2 copies)
Plaintiff's Exhibit P-14 NRC " Err:ployee Performance Appraisal Suri1 mary" oflong,

Anne R., for period of 2/18/86 through 9/30/86
Plaintiff's Exhibit P-15 Draft " Notice of Violation / NRC Inspection Report ,

No. 50-160/87-01," with handwritten changes and notes |
.

File: " Jape Deposition #2 11/88"

" Deposition of Frank Jape" - [ appears to be Vol.I] (131 pages) 11/18/88

-(in the case of Anne Rebacen long v. Inndo W. Zech. Jr.)
Same - with correction page signed by Frank Jape (12/27/88) .

Handwritten index to deposition i

File: " Vias Depositlon"

" Deposition of Stephen [ Steven] Vias" (49 pages) 4/19/89
(in the case of Anne Rebacen long v. Imodo W. Zech. Jr.)

(with handwritten correction page)
9

9

.,.-e v - -- - - , - m- -.--e- -
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File: " Frank Long Deposition"

" Excerpts From Transcript H/ Frank Long/ Direct by Jon Zimring" (uded) |

(typed deposition summary - [apparently in the case of Long v. Zech] j

[ Deposition transcripts are missing] i

File: "Ernst Deposition"

" Deposition of Malcolm L. Ernst" (121 pages) 4/25/89

(in the case of Anne Rahecm__ lone v. Ianda W. 7*h. Jr.) )
Same - pages 57-80 only

Deposition Exhibits O)

Plaintiffs Exhibit 1 " Request 5," with attached Note from Al Gibson (NRC) to
Mal Ernst, " Alleged Improper Activities by TPS Section

Chief" (undated)
[No Exhibit Markings] " Attachment 2," memorandum from Alan R. Herdt (NRC)

to Albert F. Gibson, "Results of Meeting With Frank Jape
on February 6,1987" (1 page, undated)

" Enclosure / Notes of Meeting" (10 pages, undated)
" Attachment 3 / Summary of Corrective Actions"

(2 pages, undated)
[No Exhibit Markings] Typed note of " Telephone conversation with (name

redacted]/1:00 pm/ March 17, 1987" (1 page, undated)
with attachments: [1] handwritten notes (2 pages, undated,
unsigned; [2] handwritten " Note to File" by Al Gibson,
2/3/87 (1 page) with attached handwritten notes (6 pages);
[3] Memorandum from Albert Gibson to File, " Meeting
With [name redacted), Oct. 30,1987 (1 page)

Plaintiffs Exhibit 2 " Reactor Inspector (Nuclear Engineer), GG-0840-13/
Division of Reactor Safety / Test Program Section" _j

!
(4 pages) (NRC Performance Standards -presently stapled
to documents referenced in preceding paragraph)

File: " Magistrate Decision"

" Plaintiff's Respon]e to the Objection of Defendant to the Report
and Recommendation of Special Master" filed 12/2391

(in the case of Anne Rebeci long v. Kenneth Carr)
"10" Draft " Order" filed 12/D91

: "9B" " Plaintiff's Response to the Objection of Defendant to
the Report and Recommendation of Special Master" 12/1991

"9A" " Notice of Filing" filed 12/1691

|
,

,

. _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - . _ __ . - - -- .. ,
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:

"9" " Plaintiff's Memorandum of Law in Support of Her Motion j

to Amend the Pretrial Order and to Amend Her Complaint, !

to Hear Additional Evidence and for a Jury Trial" filed 12/6/91 |

"8" " Plaintiff Ann Rebecca long's Motion to Hear Additional
Evidence, Amend the Pretrial Order and Complaint and 1

Permit the Case to Be Tried by Jury" filed 12/6/91

"7" " Plaintiff Anne Rebecca leng's Annotated Response to the i
'

Special Magistrate's Report and Recommendation" filed 12/6/91

[]- [ appears to be proposed findings of fact and conclusions of j

law, prepared by J. Zimring, Esq. (counsel for plaintiff ,

A.R. Long); first page is missing] 3/15/91. i

[] "Special Magistrate's Report and Recommendation" 10 @ 91 ,

[] " Pleading Index / Post Magistrate" (partial) (unded)

[] "[ Defendant's Proposed] Report and Recommendation of Special
Master Regarding Complaint of Employment Discrimination" filed 3/15/91

[6A] " Plaintiff Anne Rebecca long's Objection to the Magistrate's
Report and Recommendation" filed 12/6/91

i

File: " Trial Transcript #1"

" Transcript of Proceedings Before the Honorable Joel M. Feldman,
United States Magistrate," in the case of Anne Rebecca Imng v. ,

Kenneth Carr (244 pages) 3/5/90
;

'

File: " Trial Transcript #2" ;
t

" Transcript of Proceedings Before the Honorable Joel M. Feldman, i

United States Magistrate," in the case of Anne Rebecca Long v. i

Kenneth Carr (266 pages) 3/6/90 |

File: " Trial Transcript #3" I
1 !

(appears to be transcript of proceedings in the case of
Anne Rebecca long v. Kenneth Carr (221 pages) (cover page missing) (rirmn) ;

[N] !
4

"

File: " Trial Transcript #4"
,

4

" Transcript of Proceedings Before the Honorable Joel M. Feldman, f
United States Magistrate," in the case of Anne Rebecca lang v. ;

,

Kenneth Carr (273 pages) 3/8/90 :

;

!

:
I

'

_. ___ _. _ _ ._- _ . _ _
i
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III. "Pr4 ==ry" =nd Miscellaneous Doca-nic

File: "Ga Tech IR 87-01"

Inspection Report No. 50-160/87-01, Notice of Violation 4/14/87*

(issued by LReyes, signed by ARIang, PATaylor(7)
Inspection Report No. 50-160/87-01, Notice of Violation - annotated 4/14/87*

Markup of partial draft inspection report,9 pages undated*

Letter from JNGrace to Ga Tech, re GT's response to IR 87-01 8/31/87*

Annotated partial copy of Karam letter to LReyes (attached to NRC's 8/31 Itr) 7/15/87*

File: "Long Letter to Gibson"

Memo from ARIAng to AFGibson re Georgia Tech (position on deletions) undated |*

12tter from ARIang to JZimring [Long's attorney in the civil litigation] ;*

re deleted GT violations 3/8/88
l

File: "Ernst Letter to Gibson"

Note from MLErnst to AFGibson 2/8/88*

File: "Gibson Response to Ernst"

'

(No documents)

File: "IIC Article"

Note to " Paul" from " Jack" re RLong and " article" 2/20(?)

File: " Newspaper Articles"

'
"A Nuclear Problem" - Charles Seabrook, Atlanta Constitution 2/11/88

" Tech Fires Two Who Criticized. . ." - Same 2/12/88

NOTE: All documents marked with an asterisk (*) are voluntarily being produced to GANE
by the NRC Staff.

!

- _ _ _ - _ _ _
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DOCKETED :

USHRC |
-

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA '96 FEB 28 A9:58
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOmDICE OF LECRETARY
I

30CKETlHG & SERVICE
BRANCFi ]In the Matter of ')

) i

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY ) Docket No. 50-160-Ren ,

) i

(Georgia Tech Research Reactor) ) ]
) ,

(Renewal of License No. R-97) )
i

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
!

I hereby certify that copies of "NRC STAFF'S RESPONSETO ' MOTION TO COMPEL s

REQUEST FOR A PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS FROM THE NRC .

CONCERNING OUR MANAGEMENT CONTENTION' FILED BY GEORGIANS I
!AGAINST NUCLEAR ENERGY" in the above-captioned proceeding have been served

on the following by deposit in the United States mail, first class, or as indicated by an
asterisk through deposit in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's internal mail system on
this 27th day of February 1996.

Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman * Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Administrative Judge Panel *

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Mail Stop: T-3 F23
Mail Stop: T-3 F23 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory . Commission

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Washington, D. C. 20555
Washington, D. C. 20555

Adjudicatory File * (2)
Dr. Jerry R. Kline* Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Administrative Judge Mail Stop: T-3 F23
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop: T-3 F23 Washington, D. C. 20555
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission j

Washington, D. C. 20555 Office et the Secretary * (2) j

Attn: Docketing and Service
Dr. Peter S. Lam * Mail Stop: OWFN-16 G15 |

Administrative Judge U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission I
|

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Washington, D. C. 20555
Mail Stop: T-3 F23 i

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

|
!

j
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Office of Commission Appellate Alfred L. Evans, Jr., Esq.
- Adjudication * Senior Assistant Attorney General

Mail Stop: OWFN-16 GIS Georgia Department of law
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission: 40 Capitol Square S.W.

. Washington, D. C. 20555 Atlanta, Georgia 30334-1300
,

;

Randy A. Nordin, Esq. Georgians Against Nuclear Energy
Manager, legal Division P. O. Box 8574
Office of Legal Affairs Atlanta, Georgia 30306 ;

Georgia Institute of Technology j
'

40010th Street, N. W.
.

Ms. Glenn Carroll
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0420 GANE

139 Kings Highway |
Alvin Lenoir, Esq. Decatur, Georgia 30030 !

c/o Greenpeace ;

Twenty 13th Street, N. E. !

Atlanta, Georgia 30309
'

i

o

Sherwin E. Turk
Counsel for NRC Staff

:

i
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